Abstract. Interleukin-6 (IL6) is a cytokine important for inducing the fever response during infection and has been reported to uphold core body temperature during acute cold exposure. Recently it has also been indicated that IL6 in serum increases in cold-exposed mice. The aim of the present study was to investigate if IL6 is important for core body temperature regulation following a long-term cold exposure in mice. Experiments were performed with global IL6 deficient (IL6-/-) mice, mice with conditional IL6 receptor α (IL6Rα) knock-down in the central nervous system (CNS; IL6RαNesCre) and appropriate wild-type (Wt) controls. All mice were placed in a cold environment (4˚C) for 6 days. Core body temperature and oxygen consumption were measured by telemetry probes and indirect calorimetry at room temperature (20˚C), and during the first and last day of cold exposure. Brain stem, hypothalamus and white and brown adipose tissues from the cold-exposed mice were subjected to gene expression analysis. After 6 days in 4˚C, the IL6-/- mice exhibited significantly lower body temperature and oxygen consumption compared with Wt mice (P<0.05). The IL6RαNesCre mice also exhibited lower body temperature compared with WtNesCre controls during the last day of cold exposure (P<0.05). Furthermore, an increase in the mRNA level of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (Bdnf) was detected in the brain stem of both IL6-/- and IL6RαNesCre mice compared with the Wt groups (P<0.05). The finding that body temperature was decreased in IL6-/- and IL6RαNesCre mice indicates a decrease in thermogenesis in these animals. Bdnf has previously been indicated to increase body temperature and could in the present study be a mechanistic factor involved in counteracting the low body temperature in IL6-/- and IL6RαNesCre mice. These results suggest that IL6 is not only involved in body temperature regulation during infection, but also during long-term cold exposure, probably through mechanisms in the CNS.

Introduction

Thermoregulation is an important tool that enables mammals to adapt to changes in ambient temperature and also serves a role in defence against infections. In mammals, there are mechanisms involving the cytokines interleukin (IL)1β, IL6 and tumour necrosis factor-α that have been reported to increase body temperature in infection and initialize the fever response (1-4). In a cold climate the body also needs thermogenesis to maintain body temperature, and in this regard, it is mainly central sympathetic signalling that induces production of heat (5). In previous studies, it has been indicated that IL4 and IL13 activate macrophages to secrete catecholamines, which enhance and sustain the thermogenic response (6,7). In mice, a substantial portion of this heat is produced in the brown adipose tissue (BAT) (8).

Since IL6 is among the factors considered to induce thermogenesis in infection, the present study aimed to investigate whether IL6 is also important for cold induced thermogenesis. There is data to suggest that IL6 serum levels are increased during cold exposure in mice (9). Furthermore, IL6 deficient (-/-) mice exposed to 4˚C during a relatively short (8 h) period exhibited 2.5˚C lower core body temperature compared with wild-type (Wt) mice exposed to the same condition (10). Given that the initial phase of cold-induced thermogenesis originates mainly from shivering and other adaptations to cold rather than non-shivering thermogenesis (11), the present study wanted to investigate if IL6 is involved in adaptation to long-term exposure to cold, i.e. non-shivering thermogenesis.

It has been reported that IL6-/- mice exposed to 4˚C for 3 days exhibited a lower content of uncoupling protein 1 (Ucp1) protein in inguinal white adipose tissue (WAT) compared with Wt mice housed under the same conditions (12), which further implies that the thermoregulation of IL6-/- mice may also differ from Wt mice when exposed to cold over a longer time period. The present aim was to investigate the hypothesis that IL6 is important for maintaining body temperature during 6 days of cold exposure.
A brain-specific IL-6 knockout mouse model was also used to determine if IL6 signalling in the central nervous system (CNS) is important for the thermogenesis response. The main findings in the present study supported the hypothesis that IL6 and IL6Rα are important for body temperature regulation in cold-exposed mice.

Materials and methods

Animals. Global IL6 deficient (IL6-/-) mice on a C57BL/6 background and C57BL/6 Wt control mice were obtained from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME, USA). For conditional inactivation of IL6 receptor α (IL6Rα) in the CNS, transgenic mice expressing the Cre recombinase under the control of the Nestin promoter and enhancer (Jackson Laboratories) (13) and with intact IL6Rα gene (IL6Rα+/+) were bred to homozygous IL6RαloxP/loxP mice in the animal facility at the University of Gothenburg (Gothenburg, Sweden). The resulting heterozygous F1 offspring (IL6Rα+loxP) were either positive or negative for Nestin-Cre. From mating of IL6Rα+loxP with IL6RαloxP/Nestin-Cre mice, F2 animals were obtained of the desired genotypes [IL6RαloxP/loxP Nestin-Cre (IL6RαloxNestCre) and IL6Rα+loxP Nestin-Cre (WtNestCre)]. WtNestCre mice were used as control littermates for conditional IL6Rα knockout mice. All animal procedures were approved by the Committee on the Ethics of Animal Experiments at the University of Gothenburg, Sweden (permit no. 142-2014), and were conducted in accordance with the EU Directive 2010/63/EU for animal experiments (14).

The study was performed in two separate cohorts of animals (IL6-/- or IL6RαloxNestCre mice and their corresponding Wt controls, respectively.) The first cohort comprised 3-month-old male IL6-/- (n=10) and Wt (n=10) mice weighing 27.6±0.7 g and 27.7±0.4 g, respectively, and the second cohort comprised 7-month-old male IL6RαloxNestCre (n=6) and WtNestCre (n=10) mice weighing 33.2±1.3 g and 35.2±0.6 g, respectively. All male mice with the correct genotype were included, despite there being unequal group sizes. All mice were housed 4-5 per cage under standard conditions at 20-22˚C and ~50% humidity, with free access to food (Teklad global 16% protein rodent diet; Envigo, Huntingdon, UK) and water, and under a 12-h light/dark cycle (lights on from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.).

Body temperature, oxygen consumption and locomotor activity. Telemetry devices (G2 E-mitter, MiniMitter, Bend, OR, USA) were implanted via a 1 cm incision through the skin and peritoneum. Following implantation the peritoneum was sewed with Polysorb 5-0 suture (Covidien, Dublin, Ireland) and the skin was closed with Reflex 7 clips (CellPoint Scientific, Inc., Gaithersburg, MD, USA). The surgery was performed under 3% isoflurane (Baxter, Deerfield, IL, USA) anaesthesia. The mice were left to recover for 1 week prior to the start of experiments. After recovery from telemetry implantation the mice were housed individually and gradually brought from 20˚C to 4˚C over a period of 6 h and kept at 4˚C for 6 days. Animals had free access to fresh water and standard food pellets (Tekland Global 16% protein rodent diet), and were kept under standardized conditions as above. Body weight and food intake was recorded every day during the cold exposure experiment and the mice were euthanized by intraperitoneal injection of a mixture of 150 mg/kg ketamine (Ketaminol; Intervet, Boxmeer, the Netherlands) and 2 mg/kg medetomidine (Domitor vet., Orion Pharma, Espoo, Finland) and confirmed by decapitation immediately following the cold exposure period.

Oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production were measured by indirect calorimetry in an INCA metabolic system (Somedic, Hörby, Sweden) as previously described (10). The system comprises a sealed chamber with regulated air flow and temperature. It also includes sensors for the MiniMitter telemetry system, which are designed to measure core body temperature with 0.01˚C accuracy and three-dimensional locomotor activities via the implanted G2 E-mitter transponders. The data were collected every minute for all variables except oxygen consumption, which was measured every second minute, over 24 h. The individual baseline oxygen consumption and core body temperature was established at 20˚C and calculated as mean values of all time-points when the animal was at rest (no locomotor activity). The same strategy was used to calculate oxygen consumption and core body temperature during the first and sixth day of exposure to 4˚C.

Gene expression analysis. The hypothalamus, brain stem, interscapular BAT and retroperitoneal WAT were dissected, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and kept at -80˚C until analysis. The tissues were homogenized in Qiazol (Qiagen GmbH, Hilden, Germany) and mRNA was extracted using an RNeasy Lipid Tissue Mini kit, according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Qiagen). The mRNA concentration of the samples was measured by NanoDrop spectrophotometry (NanoDrop Technologies; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc., Wilmington, DE, USA). cDNA was synthesized from 1 µg mRNA with an iScript cDNA synthesis kit (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA, USA).

Real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR) for BAT and WAT samples was performed in duplicate using Step-One-Plus (Applied Biosystems; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) under the following conditions: initial denaturation, 10 min/95˚C; 40 cycles, 15 sec/95˚C, 60 sec/60˚C. The brain stem and hypothalamus samples were analysed by qPCR using an ABI Prism 7900 Sequence Detection system (Applied Biosystems) under the conditions: initial denaturation, 20 sec/95˚C; 40 cycles, 1 sec/95˚C, 20 sec/60˚C. The brain stem and hypothalamus samples were analysed in duplicate with Universal Taqman MasterMix containing AmpliTaqq Gold® DNA polymerase (Applied Biosystems; Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) and primer-probe assays for agouti-related protein (Agrp; Mm00475829_g1), brain-derived neurotrophic factor (Bdnf; Mm04230607_s1), ciliary neurotrophic factor (Cntf; Mm00446373_m1), preproglucagon (Gcg; Mm01269055_m1), neuropeptide Y (Npy; Mm00445771_m1), tyrosine hydroxylase (Th; Mm00447557_m1) and Ucp2 (Mm00627599_m1) and were normalized to glucuronidase β (Mm00446953_m1). The BAT and WAT samples were analysed with Taqman Fast Advanced Master Mix containing AmpliTaq® Fast DNA Polymerase (Applied Biosystems) and primer-probe assays for Ucp1 (Mm01244861_m1), fibroblast growth factor 21 (Fgf21; Mm00446373_m1), preproglucagon (Gcg; Mm01269055_m1), neuropeptide Y (Npy; Mm00445771_m1), tyrosine hydroxylase (Th; Mm00447557_m1) and Ucp2 (Mm00627599_m1) and were normalized to glucuronidase β (Mm00446953_m1). All primer-probe assays
included a TaqMan probe with a fluorescent dye label (FAM) and were purchased from Applied Biosystems (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.). The relative mRNA levels were obtained by using the comparative threshold cycle (Cq) method, and calculated with the \( \Delta\Delta Cq \) equation (15).

Statistics. Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics v20 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). Data were analysed using Student's t-test, with \( P<0.05 \) considered to indicate statistical significance. All data were presented as the mean ± standard error of the mean, and the mRNA expression levels in the Wt mouse groups were set to 100% for relative comparison.

Results

Body weight, food intake, body temperature, oxygen consumption and locomotor activity in global IL6-/- mice. Body weight did not significantly differ between the IL6-/- and Wt mice at any time-point during the experiment (Fig. 1A). Food intake was also similar between the groups and increased markedly in both groups when exposed to lower ambient temperature (Fig. 1B). Core body temperature did not differ between IL6-/- and Wt mice at room temperature (20˚C) or during the first day of cold exposure, but similarly to global IL6-/- mice, core body temperature was lower in the IL6R\( \alpha \)NesCre mice compared with controls after 6 days at 4˚C (\( P<0.05 \); Fig 2C). However, the IL6 knockdown in the CNS did not affect oxygen consumption (Fig. 2D) or locomotor activity (Fig. 2E).

Gene expression in the brain stem and hypothalamus. The mRNA expression of Bdnf, Gcg and Th was increased 40-50% in the brain stem of IL6 -/- mice compared with in Wt mice after 6 days at 4˚C (\( P<0.05 \); Fig. 3A). The mRNA expression of Bdnf was also higher in the brain stem of IL6R\( \alpha \)NesCre mice compared with in Wt NesCre mice exposed to 4˚C (\( P<0.05 \)), but the mRNA levels of Gcg and Th did not differ between these mice (Fig. 3B). In contrast to the brainstem, no difference was detected in the mRNA expression of Bdnf or Th in the hypothalamus of IL6 -/- mice or IL6R\( \alpha \)NesCre mice (Fig. 3C and D). In the hypothalamus from the IL6-/- mice there was a tendency for increased mRNA expression of Npy compared with Wt levels (\( P=0.053 \); Fig. 3C). Increased hypothalamic expression of Cntf mRNA (\( P<0.05 \)) and decreased hypothalamic expression of Ucp2 mRNA (\( P<0.05 \)) were identified in IL6R\( \alpha \)NesCre mice compared with WtNesCre levels (Fig. 3D).

Gene expression in BAT and WAT. There were no significant differences in the mRNA levels of Ucp1, Pgc1a, Fgf21, Npy and Th in BAT between IL6-/- and Wt mice after 6 days at 4˚C (\( P<0.05 \); Fig. 4A), nor in the same genes in BAT from IL6R\( \alpha \)NesCre mice compared with WtNesCre mice under the same conditions (Fig. 4B). Similarly, no differences were identified in the gene expressions of Ucp1, Pgc1a, Fgf21, Npy and Th in the WAT of IL6-/- mice (Fig. 4C). In the WAT of the IL6R\( \alpha \)NesCre mice, a tendency for lower Pgc1a mRNA levels (\( P=0.053 \) and
a significant decrease in Npy levels (P<0.05) compared with control levels were identified (Fig. 4D).

**Discussion**

Body temperature was decreased in IL6-/- as well as IL6RaNesCre mice compared with respective Wt controls after 6 days of cold exposure, indicating a decrease in thermogenesis. Additionally, oxygen consumption in IL6-/- mice was lower compared with Wt mice after 6 days at 4°C, indicating lower energy expenditure in these mice. As mice with conditional IL6Ra knockdown in the CNS did exhibit lower body temperature after 6 days of cold exposure, this suggests that the IL6 signalling in the brain may be of importance for thermogenesis during cold exposure.

Thermogenesis during cold exposure is an important homeostatic mechanism in mammals involving several tissues including the brain, BAT and skeletal muscle (5,16). A previous
view of the different roles of tissues involved in thermogenesis was that the skeletal muscle was mainly involved in shivering thermogenesis while BAT was the main tissue responsible for non-shivering thermogenesis (17). More recently there has been data to suggest that skeletal muscle is also important for non-shivering thermogenesis in mammals (16,18,19). However, the present study focused on the BAT, WAT and the brain, but not the skeletal muscle component of thermogenesis. In future studies it would be interesting to investigate the expression of mitochondria-associated genes in skeletal muscle following cold exposure in IL6-/- mice, since IL6 is expressed in skeletal muscle following muscle contractions (20).

In a recent study, the IL6 levels in serum were demonstrated to increase in mice following 15 days of exposure to cold temperature (4˚C) (9). Furthermore, decreased body temperature observed in the present study in IL6-/- mice housed for 6 days in cold ambient temperature indicates that the decrease in temperature in cold-exposed IL6-/- for 8 h (10) is not transient. Thus, the present results suggest that the previously observed acute decrease in body temperature in IL6-/- mice may be due to an incomplete thermogenesis response to the cold environment and not just a stress effect of sudden decrease in ambient temperature.

The adaption to lower ambient temperature was evident by the increases in food intake and oxygen consumption in all mice independent of genotype. Both Wt and IL6-/- mice ate close to double the quantity of food per day in cold temperature (4˚C) compared with when housed at room temperature (20˚C), and since there was no difference in food intake between mice with different genotypes, food intake as a cause of differing body temperature seems unlikely. However, the IL6-/- mice consumed significantly less oxygen after 6 days at cold ambient temperature compared with the Wt mice, suggesting that lower energy expenditure may in part explain the lower body temperature in IL6-/- mice. The lower energy expenditure in combination with increased food intake in the IL6-/- mice may in the long-term result in increased fat mass, in line with previously published results of mature-onset obesity in IL6-/- mice (21).

The IL6Rα NesCre mice also exhibited a lower body temperature after 6 days of cold exposure compared with the control mice, but no marked differences in food intake or oxygen consumption. This may indicate that the mice with brain-specific loss of IL6Rα are attempting to compensate for the lower body temperature in a distinct way to the global IL6-/- mice. For instance, there is a possibility that these mice have decreased recruitment of BAT thermogenesis, which could initiate hyper-recruitment of non-shivering thermogenesis in muscle, as previously reported in Ucp1-/- mice (22) and mice with ablated BAT (19).

The mRNA expressions of Bdnf, Gcg and Th were increased in the brain stem of IL6-/- mice after 6 days of cold exposure. Hindbrain injections of Bdnf have previously been identified to increase core body temperature in rats, indicating that the brain stem is important for mediating the thermogenesis response (23). Furthermore, Bdnf in the hypothalamus, particularly in the medial and posterior paraventricular regions, may stimulate adaptive thermogenesis in BAT (24). The present study observed no difference in Bdnf mRNA levels in the hypothalamus (without dissecting separate nuclei), but the finding of increased Bdnf in the brain stem of cold-exposed IL6-/- mice indicates that Bdnf in the brain stem may be among the mechanistic factors involved in counteracting the low body temperature in IL6-/- and IL6Rα NesCre mice.

Gcg is a complex gene that via different splicing variants encodes glucagon, glucagon like peptide (Glp1) and Glp2. In the brain stem the Gcg product is spliced into Glp1 and Glp2, which are produced in equal quantities (25), and therefore the increase in Gcg detected in the brain stem probably mirrors an increase in Glp1, which has previously been reported to increase BAT thermogenesis (26-28). Th is required in the synthesis of noradrenalin, and noradrenalin is required to
activate BAT thermogenesis (8). Since IL6-/- mice exhibited a lower body temperature than Wt mice, the increase of Gcg and Th may be a mechanism attempting to increase thermogenesis in BAT through the Glp1 and catecholamine pathways.

mRNA expression profiles in the hypothalamus exhibited an increase in the neurotrophic factor Cntf in the IL6RaNesCre mice compared with controls. Cntf is a member of the IL6 family with effects on energy balance (29), and the loss of IL6Ra signalling specifically in the brain of the IL6RaNesCre mice may have possibly induced a compensatory increase in Cntf expression in the hypothalamus of these mice. Overexpression of Ucp2 in specific neurons in the hypothalamus has been reported to decrease core body temperature in mice (30), and UCP2 may also co-localize with Agrp/Npy in the hypothalamus and influence their metabolic regulation (31). The decreased levels of Ucp2 in the hypothalamus of IL6RaNesCre mice may have been a method for increasing the body temperature of these mice. In a previous study by our group an increase in the mRNAs of the orexigenic genes Agrp and Npy was noted in the hypothalamus of IL6-/- mice compared with Wt mice after 4 weeks at cold ambient temperature (32). This was not as evident after 6 days of cold exposure, but was close to reaching significance for Npy in this present study. NPY signalling from the arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus has been identified to decrease Th mRNA in the brain stem and hypothalamus, resulting in decreased BAT thermogenesis (33). However, decrease in Th mRNA in the hypothalamus was not identified presently, and conversely, an increase of Th mRNA was observed in the brain stem of the IL6-/- mice. The reason for the tendency towards increased expression of Npy and Agrp is unclear, given that no significant difference was determined in food intake at 4°C between the mouse groups.

Implications of the present study may be limited, as in the hypothalamus of IL6RaNesCre mice, an increase in Agrp, Npy or Th mRNA compared with control levels was not detected. In future studies it would be interesting to expose these mice to a longer cold exposure, to investigate if the cold ambient condition would eventually induce upregulation of Npy, Agrp and Th as seen in the IL6-/- mice.

Npy and Th in BAT have also been suggested to contribute to BAT-based thermogenesis during cold exposure (34). In the present study, the mRNA levels of Npy and Th in BAT were similar between groups, but a significant decrease of Npy mRNA was identified in the WAT of IL6RaNesCre mice compared with controls. This may indicate a role of NPY in the browning of WAT, a process defined as increased Ucp1 expression in WAT (35), besides the recruitment of BAT thermogenesis.

Ucp1 mRNA expression in WAT did not differ between IL6-/- and Wt mice after 6 days of cold exposure, which is in line with the previous finding of no difference between IL6-/- and Wt mice after 3 days of exposure to 4°C (12). However, Knudsen et al (12) observed a lower Ucp1 protein content in inguinal WAT of IL6-/- mice compared with Wt mice, indicating that IL6 could have an impact on Ucp1 protein content, although the mRNA levels do not differ. The gene expression of the thermogenic biomarkers Pgc1a, and Fgf21 was not decreased in the IL6-/- mice, but there was a near significant decrease of Pgc1a in the WAT of IL6RaNesCre mice, indicating a lower degree of browning of WAT in these mice (36). However, the present study did not perform histology of WAT or BAT, which may have been informative regarding, for instance, the degree of browning of the WAT. With regard to Ucp1 in BAT, the mRNA levels were similar to controls in both global IL6-/- and brain specific IL6RaNesCre mice after 6 days of cold exposure. Previous studies of IL6-/- mice at room temperature and after 3 days of cold exposure identified no difference in Ucp1 protein content between IL6-/- and controls (10,12). The possible role of IL6 in increasing the thermogenesis activity in BAT is therefore not obvious. However, there is one study indicating an association between chronic elevation of IL6 in the CNS and increased Ucp1 protein levels in BAT in rats (37). This elevation in Ucp1 levels was not observed in denervated BAT tissue, indicating that sympathetic nerve signalling may be involved (37).

Collectively, the data suggest that IL6 is not only involved in body temperature regulation during infection, but also contributes to long-term cold induced thermogenesis. Furthermore, the results from brain-specific knockdown of IL6Ra indicate that the impact of IL6 on thermogenesis is mediated by IL6Ra signalling in the brain.
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